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ISSUED ON APRIL 21, 2020  
 

Q1 

 
Traffic control plan Adder - What exactly covers under this? Just getting the TMP 
prepared for different types of routes? 
 
 
 

A1 
Getting the TMP and the hiring of traffic management (including personnel and 
equipment) if required. Creation of TMP to include submission for review and 
revisions as required to meet acceptance by City. 

Q2 JB - This will include JB price, excavation and installation? 

A2 Supply and install.  Pricing for excavation is separate. 

Q3 Concrete base breakdown - What exactly are you looking for? 

A3 Break down and removal of debris, debris disposal off site. 

Q4 

 
 
Concrete base type - should include everything to complete the job? 
 
 

A4 Yes 
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Q5 Price per linear (foot or meter) for trenching? What do you mean by hard surfaces 
removed by others? 

A5 Per meter. Trench width and depth as per the applicable detail. When working with 
City crews. 

Q6 Price per linear excavation and restoration - What exactly are you looking here? 
Temporary remove asphalt and install permanent asphalt? 

A6 Yes 

Q7 

 
Under CoV M-912 please clarify the ducting colours?? 
 

1. 53mm PVC = white ??  
2. 78mm RPVC = grey ??  
3. 103mm RPVC = orange ??  

 
 
 

A7 

 
 
1. 53mm PVC = GREY  
2. 78mm RPVC = GREY 
3. 103mm RPVC = ORANGE 
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Q8 

 
 
Are the fittings to follow suit in colour (i.e. 53x90* LSB = white, 78x90* LSB = grey, 
103x90* LSB = orange)? 
 
 
 

A8 Colour of fittings to follow the application. 

Q9 

With the Q & A, I am still a little confused with the answer to Q3, it says that every line 
item is to include trench/backfill but then also says that the City would like unit costs 
broken down. The way I read the pricing table is that the ducting section is to be conduit 
only, then there is excavation and restoration which is also broken down into 6 different 
styles of trenching and then the restoration is separate. If this is not the case is the City 
going to be providing a new schedule for pricing with all the units broken down and 
adding a line item for the trolley pole anchor bolts per base type. 

A9 
The City will not be revising the pricing table at this time. If Applicant feels it is 
necessary, they can add rows to the pricing table and list their assumptions as 
required. 

 


